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Description

Modern 1-bedroom apartment, located in the New Point residential complex, in Pipera, between the American School
and British School.

Located in secured complex, between Scoala Americana & British
School

Located on the 1st floor, the apartment has a usable area of 70 square meters, featuring a spacious living-room,
bedroom, closed kitchen, bathroom and hallway.

The apartment is furnished and equipped. Among the facilities there is a parking space, individual heating system
with underfloor heating and air conditioning.

The New Point complex benefits from video surveillance, 24/7 security, wide green spaces, children's playground,
indoor spa, parking, also having all the advantages of the Pipera area.

Pipera neighborhood is located in the north-eastern part of Bucharest. It is bordered on the North by Soseaua de
Centura and the Tunari commune, on the East by the town of Voluntari, on the West by the Baneasa and Aviatiei
neighborhoods, on the South by Tei Lake.

The Pipera neighborhood allows quick access to Baneasa and Otopeni airports, to the new Bucharest-Ploiesti
highway, but also to the Baneasa commercial area and the Pipera industrial platform, where numerous office
buildings have recently developed.

Regarding public transport, Pipera metro station connects quickly with the center of Bucharest, there are also surface
RATB lines on Pipera-Tunari, Iancu Nicolae and Emil Racovita boulevards.

In Pipera there are many educational units, the American School and the British School being the best known.

In the neighborhood there are 3 supermarkets (2 Mega Image and Carrefour Express), 4 banking units, 3 gas
stations, several private medical clinics and an important car showroom.
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Property details

Rooms no. 2

Useable surface 70m²

Apartment type Apartment

Type of rooms Independent

Bedrooms no. 1

Kitchens no. 1

Bathrooms no. 1

Building type Block

Year built 2020

Config 1S+P+9

Floor 1

State Finished

Elevator Yes

Parking outside 1

Amenities

 

 Equipped kitchen  Furnished  Private heating

 Suitable for office  Air conditioning



 

Location
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